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GAMES
Lesson 6 of 6

NET/WALL GAMES

1-11

Activity
Basic Skills

EquipmEnt

assortment of balls (many sizes) and objects »
assortment of racquets and implements (e.g.
scoops, lacrosse sticks, hockey sticks) » pinnies
» nets » benches » pylons » hoops

Warm it Up!
CREAtiVE EXpLORAtiOn

RELAtED RESOuRCES

• Play Sport website, www.playsport.net
• Physical Education Online website,
www.education.alberta.ca/
physicaleducationonline

Safety first!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 99-100, 137.

Invite students to participate in the net/wall warm up activity of their choice with
a partner. Instruct each pair to engage with the equipment available to begin
creatively exploring their own net or wall game. Students choose an implement
for sending; e.g., racquet, paddle, hands, feet, and also choose an object to
send; e.g., ball, shuttlecock, rubber chicken. Finally, partners choose a type of
game; i.e., net or wall, and the boundaries for the game including, for example,
net height. Throughout the exploration activity, emphasize the responsibility
students have to keep their exploration safe for themselves and for others
around them; safety is paramount.

Activity

Application of
Basic Skills

A9-11

Clues that students are achieving the
outcome...

“Students will create and plan
activities that emphasize specific
strategies and tactics that coordinate
effort with others; e.g., team/fair
play, in order to achieve a common
activity goal” K-12 Physical Education
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning,
2000.
• Students can create a competitive
net or wall game
• Students can explain how players
should close defensive space and
open offensive space
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GAMES

Whoop it Up!
nEttyWALLy

Safety first!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 99-100, 137.

Once students have had ample opportunity to creatively
explore net/wall games with their partners, create
groups of four. In these groups of four, students have two responsibilities: create an
original game and share their created original game with their peers. Questions students
need to be able to answer with respect to their game include:
Question 1: Is your game a net or wall game?
Question 2: What equipment is used to play your game?
Question 3: What are the basic rules of your game; e.g., boundaries, scoring,
etiquette?
Question 4: What components of your game are similar to other net and wall
games, including those learned in class?
Question 5: What strategies and skills would make one successful at your
game?
Encourage each group to try playing their game, refining it as necessary as they come
across potential areas to make it more exciting, interesting, difficult, or easy. When groups
are finished inventing their game, provide them with a piece of recycled paper on which
they will describe their game by recording their answers to the five questions. When the
description is complete, students continue playing their game until all or most of the groups
are complete. Interact with students by asking questions and providing scaffolding or
direction as required in order to enable the students to be successful in this task.

1-12

Wrap it Up!
ShARE CREAtED
GAmES

Provide an opportunity
for groups to share their
created net or wall games;
e.g., students could
describe their game by
sharing their answers
to the five questions, or
model the game, or teach
their game to their peers,
and/or allow all students
in the class to briefly
play each game. Draw
students’ attention to
similarities (in strategies
and skills) in various
net and wall games by
asking questions such as,
“How can you use your
knowledge of volleyball
(or badminton, tennis) to
help you be successful in
this invented game?”.

Activity

www.everactive.org
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